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1. PURPOSE. This memorandum promulgates the D5NR Intervention and Investigation
process guide
2. ACTION. All Auxiliarist in D5NR are required to adhere to the guidelines set fo1th in the
enclosed process guide.
· '
3. DIRECTIVES AFFECTED. None.
4. DISCUSSION. This process guide ensures procedural standardization throughout the D5NR
region.
5. CHANGES. Recommendations for changes and improvements to the D5NR Intervention and
Investigation Process Guide will be submitted via the Chain of Leadership within the Auxiliary.
6. ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS AND IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS. Environmental
considerations were examined in the development of this instruction and have been determined
to be not applicable.
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CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW

A. INTRODUCTION:
This guide sets forth the procedures for intervention, investigation and records
management of informal and foimal administrative discipline cases in the USCG
Auxiliary District Five Nmihem Region (D5NR). The information contained
herein supplements but does not replace the all-encompassing guidance contained
in the Auxiliary Manual, COMDTINST M16790. l (series).

B.

PURPOSE:
This Guide provides guidance to personnel conducting interventions and/or
investigations to include counseling interventions and investigations related to
general criminal activity, conflicts of interest, rules and procedures, breaches of our
Core Values, member relations and other issues as directed by USCG Auxiliary
leadership.
This guide standardizes procedures for interventions and/or investigation of
administrative discipline cases. It also assigns accountability and responsibility for
the process, and outlines the documentation requirements. Effective intervention
and discipline combined with efficient management and thorough documentation
results in fewer cases of administrative discipline.
Every intervention/investigation has its unique issues, circumstances, dimensions,
challenges and outcomes. This guide clarifies the process by which investigations
are prioritized, elevated and reported. While investigations by their nature cannot
always follow a single path, all investigators should follow this process as far as
practical, while applying their experience and judgment where circumstances
indicate. All investigations should be conducted in line with our Core Values of
Honor, Respect and Devotion to Duty.

C.

OBJECTIVE:
The objective of any intervention is behavioral change. Undesirable behavior
comes in many forms, from the simplest uniform discrepancy up to and including
the most egregious violations of our Core Values. It is necessary in any wellmanaged, well-disciplined organization to address infractions in a timely manner,
at the lowest level possible and in a way appropriate to the infraction. Any
infraction should be addressed verbally to inform the member of the infraction,
and then a document of the conversation shall be filed. If this does not resolve
the issue, an informal coaching session should be conducted. If informal
coaching session fails to resolve the matter, informal discipline becomes
appropriate and can result in a letter of caution. When informal discipline is
unheeded, it may become necessary to administer formal discipline up to and
including disenrollment. If formal discipline becomes necessary, specific steps
must be followed and documentation maintained throughout.
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D.

RESPONSIBILITES:
Overall responsibility and authority for initiating, directing, and defining the scope
of an intervention or investigation rests with the District Commodore (DCO) or
his/her delegate(s) and the Director of Auxiliary (DIRAUX). Typically, the
responsibility is delegated to the District Staff Officer-Human Resources (DSOHR) and the District Staff Officer-Legal (DSO-LP) or appropriate Assistant
District Staff Officer-Legal (ADSO-LP) under the supervision of the District
Chief of Staff (DCOS). The DIRAUX and the area District Captain(s) (DCAPT)
are normally involved as well. Elected flotilla and division leaders typically
initiate coaching or investigations.
The DSO-HR is responsible to ensure cases are processed according to the
requirements outlined in the Auxiliary Manual. The DSO-HR manages all the
required forms (Appendices A-G) and forwards to the appropriate leader(s) for
action.
The DSO-LP/ ADSO-LP is responsible to review the cases and provide legal
counsel to the leaders who are managing them. The DSO-LP/ ADSO-LP also
serves as the docketing and filing clerk for all documentation. Upon completion
of any investigation, all documentation should be forwarded to the DIRAUX for
retention in the member's file.
The DIRAUX and DCO have the final authority for the administration of
discipline.
The DCAPT is responsible to ensure that proper procedures are followed, that
cases are managed according to the time requirements and in some cases may
participate in investigations.
Elected officers of flotillas and divisions are responsible to resolve personnel
matters. At times, it may be appropriate for staff officers at the same
organizational levels to resolve matters that may arise within their areas of
responsibility. In all cases, issues should be resolved at the lowest level possible.
If an elected or appointed officer needs assistance to manage a personnel matter
effectively, they can call upon the Intervention/Investigation Team members to
help them (see Chapter 5). The Intervention/ Investigation Team members have
the required skill and experience to support and will serve as intermediaries for
resolution.
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CHAPTER 2. INTERVENTION I COACIDNG PROCESS

A. REQUIREMENTS:
When issues are addressed at the lowest level possible right away, there is a
greater likelihood that they will be resolved without the need for administrative
discipline. Therefore, this guide is offered to help elected and appointed officers
to intervene appropriately and/or seek suppmt from experienced leaders via the
Intervention/Investigation Team.
1. All members have a responsibility to address any and all behaviors that are
not in keeping with our Core Values, policies and procedures. It is
important to note that requirements listed in the Auxiliary Manual
COMDINST M16790 (series) for approval pending (AP), members apply
to existing members as well (Chapter 3, Section A.).
2. If a member is offended by another member, the person offended has the
responsibility to bring the offense to the attention of the person offending.
If the behavior continues, the offended party should elevate the matter to
the elected or appointed leader (FC, DCDR, DCAPT) in their Chain of
Leadership and Management (COLM. (See Appendix A., Request for
Intervention).
3. The elected or appointed leader must discuss the matter with the offending
member, state the behavior that is expected to resolve the matter, and the
consequences of failure to comply. This conversation must be informally
documented
4. If the coaching by the elected/appointed leader is unsuccessful, the
offended member and leader shall complete a Request for Investigation
(See Appendix B) and submit it to the next elected leader in the COLM.
That leader will submit the Request for Investigation to the DSO-HR.
5. E-mail streams should not be part of the communications process nor the
investigation except for notification purposes. Reports can be attached to
e-mails with caution as to who receives them.

B. RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. It is the responsibility of every member to identify any offense or
infraction of our Core Values, policies or procedures.
2. It is the responsibility of every members who may become offended to
advise the offending member of the offense or violation, and then
infmmally document the conversation.
3. If the offending/violating member does not cease the behavior, the
observing member must report the issue to their elected or appointed
leader.
4. When the matter is repmted to the elected or appointed leader, that leader
is required to address the matter immediately.
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C. PROCESS:

1. A member must try to resolve an issue directly with another member.
2. In the absence of a resolution, the member must report the matter to the
elected or appointed leader at the appropriate level.
3. The elected or appointed leader must discuss the matter with the offending
member in an effo11 to resolve it.
4. If the matter is resolved, the leader should keep notes of the discussion and
file them in case they are required for future reference.
5. If the matter is unresolved, the leader should prepare a Request for
Intervention (Appendix C) and forward up the COLM
6. E-mail streams should not be pait of the communications process nor the
investigation except for notification purposes. Reports can be attached to emails with caution as to who receives them.
D. REQUESTING INTERVENTION SUPPORT:
An elected or appointed leader who feels they require support should engage their
Chain of Leadership and Management (COLM) and he/she can request support from
the Intervention/Investigation Team via the DSO-HR.

1. Requesting procedures:
a) Elected or appointed leader sends request (see Appendix B) to the
DSO-HR.
b) The DSO-HR reviews the request and sends the
Intervention/Investigation Team for investigation
c) A minimum of two members of the Team will be assigned to manage the
case. The Intervention/Investigation Team members will interview the
members involved in an attempt to resolve the matter.
d) The Intervention/Investigation Team will document all infmmation
(Appendix B, C, D, E, F, G, H) as appropriate that is pe1tinent to the
case and forward to the DSO-LP/ADSO-LP for record retention.
e) E-mail streams are for notification only and should not be part of the
communications/investigation process. Reports can be attached to emails with caution as to who receives them.
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CHAPTER 3. INFORMAL DISCIPLINE PROCESS

A. REQUIREMENTS:
If individual coaching sessions/conversations do not yield satisfactory results, it
may be necessary to administer discipline that is more progressive. Progressive
discipline can be inf01mal or formal as outlined in the Auxiliary Manual (Chapter 3,
Sections F, G, H). Section F. presents the process to follow for info1mal
disciplinary action.
1. Before administrative action can be initiated, an investigation into the facts
of the case must be established (Section F.2.a.). (See Appendix B)

2. Members who believe an Auxiliarist has violated the governing policies as
set forth by the Commandant can make a request for a preliminary
investigation (Section F.2.a.) (See Appendix C)
3. The subject member of an investigation must be kept apprised of all
aspects of any proceedings (Section F.2.b). (See Appendix F)
4. The leader receiving the request for investigation can determine if the
charges are warranted or unwarranted (Section F.2.c.) (See Appendix C).
5. If the leader determines there was no violation, the leader will notify all
parties (Section F.5.)
6. If the leader determines the investigation is warranted, the investigation
shall proceed.
7. Upon the conclusion of the investigation, the leader will make a
preliminary determination if policy was violated (Section F.4.)
8. If the leader determines there was a violation, the leader will notify all
pruiies and proceed per AUXMAN (Sections G and H). (See Appendix G).
9. E-mail streams are for notification only and should not be part of the
communication/investigation process. Reports can be attached to e-mails with
caution as to who receives them.

B. RESPONSIBILITIES:
Chapter 3, Section G of the Auxiliary Manual states:
"Informal disciplinary action provides the strnctured, non-judicial course of
action that an Auxiliary unit elected leader or appropriate appointed leader
(hereinafter refened to as "the leader") should follow when the dete1mination
is made pursuant to provisions of section F of this chapter that a minor
violation of Coast Guard or Auxiliary policy has occurred. It is meant to
document and address the commission and c01Tection of such violation."
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The DSO-HR has the responsibility to identify a Primary Investigator (PI) and other
members of the investigative team and recommend these members to the DCO or
designee .. Upon receiving the recommendation of the DSO-HR, the DCO or
designee, in consultation with the DIRAUX, will assign the PI and members of the
investigative team. It is prefen-ed to have the investigative team be a neutral third
pmiy. The Intervention/Investigation Team can provide assistance if needed.
Upon assignment to the case, the PI will do the following:
1. Determine what infraction has occurred. Infractions warranting informal
disciplinary action include:
a) Failure to apply and adhere to Coast Guard core values in the conduct
of Auxiliary programs.
b) Exerting a disruptive influence upon the conduct of Auxiliary
business.
c) Flagrant and/or repeated uniform or grooming violations.
d) Unintentionally compromising or mishandling Coast Guard or
e) Auxiliary examinations, privacy act information, or sensitive official
message traffic or con-espondence.
f) Unwarranted violations or abuse of the chain of leadership and
management (Chapter 1, Section C.l.).
g) Failure to follow procedures prescribed by Coast Guard or Auxiliary
written directives, procedures, standing rules, or policies. In reviewing
a complaint of this nature, the facts must show that the Auxiliarist had
knowledge or reasonably should have had knowledge of the
directives, procedures, standing rules, or policies.
h) Misrepresentation in official con-espondence or reports.
i) Misrepresenting Coast Guard authority, rank, Government title, or
Auxiliary position or status, either implied or by design.
j) Failure to follow established patrol procedures as prescribed by
written directives or policies.
k) Failure to follow published Auxiliary web policies and guidelines.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Determine who witnessed the infraction(s).
Interview witnesses and dete1mine the facts of the case.
Document all interviews.
Render a written report and recommendation.
Maintain documentation (Appendix A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H).
Report all process steps to the appropriate parties
E-mail streams are for notification and should not be a pmi of the
communications/investigation process. Repmis can be attached to e-mails
with caution as to who receives them.
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C. REQUESTING INTERVENTION SUPPORT:
An elected or appointed leader that requires suppmi should engage their
COLM. If the elected leader requires support, he/she can request support from
the Intervention/Investigation Team via the DSO-HR.

1. Requesting procedures:
a) Elected or appointed leader sends request (see Appendix
C) to the DSO-HR.
b) The DSO-HR will review the request and send it to the
appropriate leader for investigation.
c) If the investigating leader requires support, they can request
the involvement of the Intervention/Investigation Team.
d) At least two members of the Intervention/Investigation Team
will be assigned to manage the case. The Investigation/
Investigation Team members will interview the involved
members and attempt to resolve the issue(s).
e) The Team members will document all information
pertinent to the case and forward to the DSO-LP/ADSOLP for record retention.
f) E-mail streams are for notification only and should not be
part of the communication/investigation. Repmis can be
attached to e-mails with caution as to who receives them.
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CHAPTER 4. FORMAL DISCIPLINE PROCESS

A. REQUIREMENTS:
If individual coaching sessions/conversations and/or informal disciplinary action do
not yield satisfactory results, or if the infraction is so egregious as to wanant more
severe disciplinary action, it may be necessary to administer more progressive
discipline. Formal progressive discipline is outlined in the Auxiliary Manual
(Chapter 3, Sections H). Section H. presents the process to follow for formal
disciplinary action. It is the same process as administering informal discipline:

1. Before administrative action can be initiated, an investigation into the
facts of the case must be established (Section F.2.a.).
2. Members who believes an Auxiliarist has violated the governing
policies as set forth by the Commandant can make a request for a
preliminary investigation (Section F.2.a).
3. The subject member of an investigation must be kept apprised of all
aspects of any proceedings (Section F.2.b).
4. The leader receiving the request for investigation can determine ifthe
charges are warranted or unwananted (Section F.2.c.)
5. If the leader determines there was no violation, the leader will notify
all parties (Section F.5.).
6. If the leader determines the investigation is warranted, the
investigation shall proceed.
7. Upon the conclusion of the investigation, the leader will make a
preliminary determination if policy was violated (Section F.4.)
8. If the leader determines there was a violation, the leader will notify all
parties and proceed per AUXMAN (Sections G and H).

B. RESPONSIBILITIES:
Chapter 3, Section Hof the Auxiliary Manual states:
"Formal disciplinary action provides the structured, non-judicial course of
action that an Auxiliary unit elected leader or appropriate appointed leader
(hereinafter referred to as "the leader") should follow when the determination
is made pursuant to provisions of section F of this chapter that a major
violation of Coast Guard or Auxiliary policy has occuned. It is meant to
document and address the commission and correction of such violation."
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The DSO-HR has the responsibility to identify a Primary Investigator and other
members of the investigative tean1. Upon receiving the recommendation of the
DSO-HR, the DCO or designee, in consultation with DIRAUX, will assign the PI
and members of the team. The assignment should take into consideration the
involvement (if any) of the Primary Investigator in the case. Preferably, it will be a
neutral third party. The Intervention/Investigation Team Members stand ready to
provide this support.
Upon assignment to the case, the Primary Investigator will do the following:
1. Determine what infraction has occurred. Infractions wan-anting f01mal
disciplinary action include:
a) Failure to apply and .adhere to Coast Guard core values in the conduct
of Auxiliary programs to a greater degree than that wan-anting
inf01mal disciplinary action.
b) Exerting a disruptive influence upon the conduct of Auxiliary
business to a greater degree than that warranting informal disciplinary
action.
c) Any action which may or does bring discredit to the Coast Guard or
Coast Guard Auxiliary, whether assigned to duty or not. This includes
violation of the Commandant's zero tolerance policy on drug/alcohol
abuse, as evidenced by driving or boating under the influence or while
intoxicated (DUI/DWI) convictions, as well as conviction of a state or
federal felony or misdemeanor related to drug possession or use,
sexual deviation, or aggravated assault after exhaustion of any
appeals.
d) Refusing to follow regulations for the wearing of the Auxiliary
uniform or insignia, including misrepresentation as a Coast Guard
employee, or flagrant or repeated misuse of rank, titles, or insignia.
e) Misuse of Coast Guard or Auxiliary funds or property, including the
use of Coast Guard or other government property without proper
authority.
f) Repeated actions prejudicial to the good order of the Auxiliary or any
of its programs, as documented in the Auxiliarist's record.
g) Failure to follow appropriate civil rights laws, the Commandant's
Equal Opportunity Policy Statement, and/or the Commandant's AntiDiscrimination and Anti-Harassment Policy Statement.
h) Any attempt to deceive or issue false official statement, oral or
written, including when involved with an emollment application, a
facility offer of use, a facility inspection or vessel examination, test
taking and administration, and perf01mance reporting and recognition.
This includes forging signatures on an official document as well as
falsification of an official record.
i) Breaches of electronics and communications protocols or any other
public communications media, so as to reflect discredit or to publicly
embairass the Coast Guard or Auxiliary.
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2. Determine who witnessed the infraction(s).
3. Interview witnesses and detennine the facts of the case.
4. Document all interviews.
5. Render a written rep011 and recommendation.
6. Maintain documentation (Appendix A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H).
7. Report all process steps to the appropriate parties
8. E-mail streams are for notification only and should not be pa11 of the
communication/investigation process. Repo11s can be attached to e-mails
with caution as to who receives them.

C. REQUESTING INTERVENTION SUPPORT:
An elected or appointed leader that requires support should engage their COLM. If the
elected leader requires supp011, he/she can request it from the
Intervention/Investigation Team via the DSO-HR.

1. Requesting procedures:
a) Elected or appointed leader sends request (see Appendix B) to
theDSO-HR.
b) The DSO-HR will review the request and send it to the
appropriate leader for investigation
c) If the investigating leader feels they require supp mt, they can
request the involvement of the Intervention/Investigation (VI)
Team to assist with the process.
d) At least two members of the Intervention/Investigation Team will
be assigned to manage the case. The Intervention/Investigation
Team members will interview the involved members and attempt
to resolve the issue(s).
e) The Team members will document all information pe1tinent to
the case and forward to the DSO-LP/ ADSO-LP for record
retention.
f) E-mail streams are for notification and should not be part of
the communication/investigation process. Reports can be
attached to e-mails with caution as to who receives them.
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CHAPTER 5. INTERVENTION I INVESTIGATION TEAM
A. REQUIREMENTS:
Given that not all our leaders are skilled or experienced in the field of human resources
management, the DCO has commissioned an Intervention/Investigation team of
Auxiliary leaders who possess the skills and experience necessary to manage personnel
matters.
The purpose of the team is to provide support for those leaders at all levels who need
support in managing personnel matters. These matters can range from simple unif01m
infractions up to and including serious infractions of our Core Values and egregious
violations of our policies and procedures that may warrant immediate disenrollment.
The members of the Intervention/Investigation Team are listed in Appendix I.

B. RESPONSIBILITIES:
Members of the Team who are assigned to specific cases will do the following:

1. Retain Material
a) All material related to an investigation (e.g., documents reviewed,
copy of electronic communications, transcripts of member interviews,
etc.) shall be included in the investigation file as well as the case file
in the DSO-LP/ ADSO-LP. All documents shall be labelled
'Confidential' and working documents shall be labelled 'Draft' until
such time as the document is finalized.
b) The retention of final documents, including originals, will be in
accordance with Coast Guard documentation standards and emailed
to the DIRAUX office.
2. Maintain Privacy I Confidentiality
a) All investigations should be conducted in compliance with privacy
laws relevant to the jurisdiction where the investigation is
conducted as well as the USCG policies.
b) Guidance on the application of privacy laws can be obtained from
the DSO-LP/ ADSO-LP. There are generally three primary
considerations:

1) Identify whether the data that could be processed during
the investigation is Personally Identifiable Information
(PII).
2) Identify whether there is a legitimate business purpose for
local collection and processing of PII.
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3) Detennine whether the locally collected PII needs to be
transfened outside the originating organization for fmiher
processing and identify the best mechanism for transfer.
c) All interventions/investigations should be considered Personnel
matters and held in the highest confidentiality.
1) Strict limits shall be held on a "need to know" basis in
maintaining the strncture of interventions and
investigations.
2) All repmis and accompanying documentation are strictly
confidential and become pati of an Auxiliarist's file.
3) The Director or DCO will determine the scope of the
dissemination of any information, documentation or reports
related to an intervention or investigation.
4) Interventions or investigations being defined as private
personnel matters shall not be discussed or become part of
the agenda for unit meetings.
3. Maintain Impaiiiality
a) Investigators must be independent of the issues raised, the
functions and the people involved to avoid actual or perceived
conflicts of interest.
b) Investigations must be conducted impartially, demonstrating the
USCG Auxiliary and USCG Core Values, and without any
assumptions of guilt or innocence.
c) If there is any perceived or potential conflict of interest with the
investigators, or any perceived pressure to influence or interfere
with the investigation, the matter must be referred to the DSO-LP/
ADSO-LP.
4. Maintain Confidentiality and Non-Retaliation
a) The USCG and USCG Auxiliary have a non-retaliation policy to
protect individuals from any retribution as a result of raising issues
in good faith.
b) All members charged with the responsibility for conducting
investigations are to ensure that, where relevant, confidentiality
and anonymity will be preserved.
c) Specific atTangements for the safeguarding of members who raise
concerns are to be discussed and agreed upon by the investigator
and the DSO-HR on assignment to the investigation.
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